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Abstract 
The intermediary business is less,low, risk is low, income is stable, etc. It is also 
the same important with assets of the business, liabilities of the business. With the 
global degree of economic liberalization deepening constantly, the domestic financial 
system reforming, The intermediary business is more important for expanding social 
influence and the social public service field in bank. With violent competition of 
banks, The intermediary business become one of important trades in banks.   
The traditional intermediary business is mainly based on channel such as 
counter,atm,online bank and so on. It needs customer pay in bank or pay with U Key 
online bank, it cost much time and energy. For the above problem, after research for 
long time,the paper designs intermediary business based on the mobile client,  
introduces development background of the intermediary business and the gap between 
domest and foreign,then compare mobile payment methods with others, find the 
importance of the mobile intermediary business. The paper comes up with the 
collecting and withholding modules, subdivides query, payment, signing, termination 
trades and so on. In software development, achieve payment by database shell, the 
kernel based on C language, network communication between bank and third party in 
order to pay safely and conveniently. 
 The system uses mobile client interface, communication module and front end 
processor technology, develop the operation interface with Java language,design 
flows and communication assemblies by zhiyuan secondary development platform, 
develop backstage payment trades in aix system, then achieve collection, withhold 
and correction trades,etc. Now the system put into operation and produce good 
commercial value, becomes one important new force of channels in intermediary 
business. 
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